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Abstract
Gene expression data very often contain missing values. In regards 
to this, effective missing value estimation methods are needful 
though many algorithms for gene expression data analysis require 
a complete matrix of gene array values. In this paper, local least 
square imputation and weighted k-nearest neighbors(KNN) 
imputation are proposed to estimate missing values in the gene 
expression data. The proposed local least squares(LLS) imputation 
method gives a target gene which has missing values through a 
linear combination of very similar genes. The similar genes are 
selected by k-nearest neighbors or k coherent genes that have bigger 
values of Pearson Correlation coefficients. In our experiments, the 
proposed  KNN imputation and LLS imputation method applied 
in e-coli bacteria dataset producing the percentages of missing 
values in the data.
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I. Introduction
Microarray data analysis applied for a number of studies including 
cancer classification through class discovery and prediction, 
identification of genes relevant to a certain diagnosis or therapy 
and cancer prognosis. Gene expression data sets very often contain 
missing values due to image corruption, insufficient resolution, 
dust or scratches on the slides or experimental error during the 
laboratory process. As it has been known that the process is time 
consuming and costly to repeat the experiment, many algorithms 
have been developed to recover the missing values. There are many 
approaches for estimating the missing values. Recently, for the 
missing value estimation, the weighted k-nearest neighbors 
imputation(KNNImpute) and the local least squares 
imputation(LLSImpute) have been introduced. It has been shown 
that KNNImpute performs better on time-series data or noisy 
time series data while the weighted k-nearest neighbor imputation 
works well on time series data with low noise levels. Overall, the 
weighted k-nearest neighbor based imputation provides a more 
robust method for missing value estimation.

For gene expression use, G ϵ Rm×n to denote a gene expression 
data matrix with m genes and n experiments assuming m >> n. 
In the matrix G, a row gi

T ϵ R1×n represents expressions of the i-th 
gene in n expressions :

    (1)

The missing value of the i-th gene in the l-th location is denoted 
as α, i.e.

   (2)

The KNNImpute [1-2] method( Troyanskaya et al., 2001) finds 
k (k < m) other genes with expressions quite similar to g1 having 
values in their first positions not missing. The missing value of 
g1 is estimated by the weighted average of values in their first 
positions of these k closest genes. Concerned to the weighted 
average, the contribution of each gene is weighted by the similarity 
of its expression to that of g1. In this paper, it is introduced as 
the novel local least squares based imputation methods, where a 
target gene that gets the missing values which is represented as a 
linear combination of similar genes. Instead of using all available 
genes in the data, only similar genes based on a similarity measure 
are used. The local least squares imputation(LLSImpute)[3] is 
mostly referred since both the L2- norm and Pearson Correlation 
Coefficients are investigated for comparison.

II. Methods
There are two steps in the local least squares imputation. Very first 
step is meant for selecting k genes by the L2-norm or by Pearson 
Correlation Coefficients [10]. The second step is regression and 
estimation.

III. Selection of Genes
In order to gain a missing value α in the first location g1(1) in G 
ϵ Rm×n, the k-nearest neighbor gene vectors for g1 are found for 
LLS impute based on the L2-norm.

   (3)
  
The LLS impute [4-5] based on Pearson Correlation Coefficient 
[10] takes advantage of the coherent genes. When it has been 
found that there seems to be a missing value in the first location 
of g1, the Pearson Correlation Coefficient, rij between two vectors 
g1’ = (g12, ……,g1n)

T and gj’= (g12,…,gjn)
T is defined as

  (4)

where gj- is the average of values gj’ and σj is the standard deviation 
of these values. The said components of g that is in conjunction 
with the missing values are not considered in computing the 
coefficients.

The absolute values of the Pearson Correlation Coefficients are 
used but opposite signed components of the genes,
 i.e. r≈ -1.0                                   (5)

are very much required in estimating missing values. In LLSimpute/
PC, the target genes having missing values are estimated by local 
least squares where highly correlated genes in the microarray data 
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are selected based on the Pearson Correlation Coefficients. Firstly, 
all Pearson Correlation Coefficients between g1 and G(1,1) = g1(1) 
= α, the k genes with the largest Pearson Correlation Coefficients 
in magnitude,

   (6)

are found for LLSimpute/PC.

IV. Local Least Square Imputation
In regards to the k-neighboring gene [6-8]vectors the matrix A 
ϵ Rk×(n-1) and two vectors b ϵ Rk×1 and w ϵ R(n-1)×1 are going to 
be formed. So the matrix A is having k rows that consist of the 
k-nearest neighbor genes gsi

T  ϵ R1×n , 1<= i <=k with the first value 
deleted, the elements of vector b consists of the  first elements of 
the k vectors gsi

T and the elements of the vector w are the (n-1) 
elements of the gene vector g1 whose missing first item is deleted. 
After the matrix A having the corresponding vectors b and w are 
formed, the local least squares solution is formulated as

     (7)
Then the missing value α is calculated as a linear combination of 
first values of genes i.e.   

    (8)
where (AT)+ is the pseudoinverse of AT.
As per the following example, let us assume that the target gene 
g1 has a missing value in the first location as if the missing value 
is to be calculated by the k number of similar genes, the vectors 
w, b and the gene matrix A are constructed as

  (9)

where α is said to be the missing value and gsi
T, ..,gsk

T are the 
required genes which are very similar to the first gene i.e. g1

T. 
In regards to the starting from the second component to the last 
component of the said gene vector populated with the k-nearest 
neighborhood genes i.e. ai

T, 1<=i<=k, construct the i-th row vector 
of the microarray gene matrix A. Henceforth, the vector w in 
regards to the target gene g1

T can be shown in a linear combination 
i.e.

  (10)
where xi are the correlation coefficients of linear combination. 
Henceforth, the missing value α in g1

T can be formulated by the 
following function:

  (11)
Consider a case in which these are more than one missing values 
in a gene vector g1.

The total of q missing values in any location of the first gene g1, 
the k – nearest neighbor gene vector for first g1, 

    (12)
So based on these k-neighborhood gene vectors, the formulated 
matrix A ϵ Rk×(n-q), a matrix B ϵ Rk×q and a vector w ϵ R(n-1)×1 are 
formed. After the matrices A and B and a vector w are created the 
local least squares are calculated as

    (13)
Then the vector u = (α1,α2, …, αq)

T of q missing values can be 
formulated as given below :

  (14)

where (AT)
+ is the pseudoinverse of AT.

V. KNN Imputation Algorithm
The KNN-based[9] method chooses genes having expression 
profiles quite similar to the gene of interest to impute missing 
values. If for consider A that keeps one missing value in first 
experiment, this method could find k other genes which possess a 
value present in experiment one, with expression mostly close to A 
in experiments 2-N(where N is the total number of experiments). 
A weighted average of values present in experiment one from 
the k-closest genes is used as an estimate for the missing value 
in gene A.
After examining a number of metrics for gene similarity, may be 
Pearson Correlation, Euclidean distance, Variance Minimization, it 
has been found that Euclidean distance is the sufficiently accurate 
norm in regards that Euclidean distance measure is often sensitive 
to outliers, which could be present in microarray data. 

In regards to estimate the missing value yih in the i-th gene 
expression vector yi by KNNimpute (Troyanskaya et al, 2001) 
first select k number of genes whose expression vectors are similar 
to yi. Next, the missing value is estimated as the average of the 
so called the corresponding entries in the selected k expression 
vectors.
The similarity measure si(yi) between two expression vectors yi and 
yj is defined by the reciprocal of the Euclidean distance calculated 
over observed components in yi. There are other missing values 
in yi and yj, it is defined as follows:

  (15)

Where oi is the h-th component of yi as observed in the above 
measurement.
The missing entry value yih is estimated as average weighted by 
the similarity measure

 (16)
where Ikih  is the index set of k-nearest neighbor genes of the i-th 
gene, missing the j-th gene which is excluded from Ikih.

VI. Results and Discussions
Performance of the KNN – based imputation method was assessed 
over different sets of data i.e. both types of data and percentage 
of data missing and over different values of k. The method is 
very accurate, with the estimated values showing only 6 – 26% 
average deviation from true values, depending on the type of data 
and fraction of values missing. Notably, this KNN impute method 
is successful in accurate estimation of missing values for genes 
that are expressed in small clusters.
Ten microarray datasets of ecoli bacteria have been used in our 
experiment. For each of the dataset, it is shown that its name and 
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its number of instances, number of attributes, classes(number 
of possible values of the output variable and the percentage of 
values with missing values and instances with missing values. The 
KEEL(Knowledge Extraction based on Evolutionary Computing) 
format of each of ten datasets while it is possible to obtain the 
dataset from KEEL Microarray gene dataset Repository.
The URL of KEEL Dataset repository is as below: http://keel.
es/datasets.php
Next, it provides a set of classification dataset(in current scenario 
i.e. Ecoli+MV.) with missing values induced.  They are modified 
version from those that can be found in the standard classification 
data sets category of the KEEL dataset repository for microarray 
genes. The KEEL repository possess a 10% of missing values that 
have been randomly removed (only training partitions present 
missing values, test partitions remains unchanged). For each data 
set of Ecoli + MV, It is shown that its name and its number of 
attributes (Real/Integer/Nominal Valued), number of instances, 
classes(number of possible values of the output variable) and 
the percentage of values with missing values and instances with 
missing values.

Table 1. Classification Dataset of Ecoli+10+MV

Name
#Attrib 
utes
(R/I/N)

#Instances #Classes % MVs
(values)

% MVs
(instances)

Ecoli+10
+MV 7/(7/0/0) 3336 8 10.00% 48.2%

The above table shows statistics of EColi+MV-1st to 10th training 
dataset.
Each of the dataset is having seven attributes, i.e., @MCG Real, 
@GVH Real, @LIP Real, @CHG Real, @AAC Real, @ALML 
Real, @ALM2 Real in ecoli+MV-10-1training dataset where @
attribute site{cp, im, pp, imU, om, omL, imL, imS}, @inputs 
Mcg,Gvh, Lip,Chg, Aac, Alml, Alm2 and output site.

Table 2: Minimum and Maximum Data Range

@relation @ Mcg @ 
Gvh @Lip @

Chg
@
Aac

@
Alml

@
Alm2

EColi+
MV+10

[0.0, 
0.89]

[0.16, 
1.0]

[0.48, 
1.0]

[0.5, 
1.0]

[0.0, 
0.88]

[0.03, 
1.0]

[0.0, 
0.99]

The above table shows the minimum and the maximum values i.e. 
ranges of seven attributes in EColi+MV+10 training dataset. 

Fig. 1: EColi Microarray Gene Expression Data Set

The above figure shows the Ecoli microarray gene expression 
dataset of 10% missing values with 48.2% missing value instances 
where there are 315 genes as row vectors. The total instances are 
3336 for seven real attributes with number of classes is eight.

Fig. 2: Time Series Plot of KNN Impute 

The above fig. shows time-series plot of KNN imputation method 
working on EColi microarray gene dataset.

Fig. 3: Histogram Plot of KNN Impute method

The above figure shows the histogram plotted for KNN imputation 
induced target result to EColi microarray gene dataset.

Fig. 4: Autocorrelation Graph of KNNImpute

The above figure shows the autocorrelation graph plotted for KNN 
Imputation induced target result to the EColi microarray gene 
dataset.

Fig. 5: Periodogram of KNNImpute

The above figure shows the Periodogram graph plotted for KNN 
Imputation induced target result to the EColi microarray gene 
dataset.
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Fig. 6: Time Series Plot of LLSImpute Data

The above figure shows the time-series plot of LLS Imputation 
method applied on EColi microarray gene expression dataset.

Fig. 7: Histogram Plot of LLSImpute method

The above figure shows the histogram plotted on LLS imputation 
induced on resultant set to EColi microarray gene expression 
dataset.

Fig. 8: Autocorrelation graph of LLSImpute

The above figure shows the autocorrelation graph plotted for LLS 
Imputation on resultant set to EColi microarray gene expression 
dataset.

Fig. 9: Periodogram of LLSImpute

The above figure shows the Periodogram graph plotted for LLS 
Imputation induced on target resultant set of EColi microarray 
gene expression data.

VII. Conclusion
We did the development of local least squares imputation 
and k-nearest neighbor imputation methods successfully for 
the missing value estimation of Ecoli DNA microarray gene 

expression data. In regards to the genes that are similar to the 
target gene with missing values are identified based on Euclidean 
distance or Pearson Correlation Coefficient, missing values can be 
estimated by representing the target gene as a linear combination 
of related experiments. Even though LLS Imputation showed 
better performance than KNN impute for all ten datasets tested, 
when genes have dominant local similarity structures. However, 
our local least squares imputation methods take advantage of the 
local similarity structures in addition to the optimization process 
by the least squares, which is one of the most important advance 
of LLSimpute
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